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December came and December went. For the Library, December will not be completed without its Client Day. In 2011, the days in which the Library celebrated its customers fall on the 7th-8th December. As in the previous 4 years, the Library again organised a multitude of programmes and activities. There were programmes organised before and during the Client Day itself. Activities conducted earlier on were the Photography Contest and the Mini Book Fair. The Mini Book Fair was then extended a few days after the Client Day.

Other programmes organised were the Book Talk with Dr. Richuan Tee Abdullah, Info Race, Digital Library Services, Off-Campus Access Clinic, E-resources Clinic, Book Giveaways, Exhibition on Librarianship, Arabic Resources Clinic, and Library Tours. A new programme this year was the Tour to ISTAC Branch Library which was specially arranged for lecturers and postgraduate students.

In conjunction with the Client Day too, a special session was also organised to appreciate the contribution given by the Library customers to the enhancement of the Library. The Prize Giving Ceremony was organised on 20th December 2011 as an award giving ceremony to Friends of the Library. A total of 18 lecturers from all the Kulliyyah who had assisted in developing the library collection and contributed ideas for the improvement of the Library in 2010 and 2011 were present at the ceremony. Also celebrated were the Library Client Day’s contest winners. Sr. Yunizar Fuad, a Library staff, was named as the winner of the Photography Contest. Sr. Noorwansafira Rahman (0729366), Sr. Nurshazal Majid Asyraf (106322) and Br. Muhammad Izzat Mohamed Shafie (102361) were announced as the winner of the Info Race Contest. Consolation prize winners were also present during the ceremony.

In view of the success of the Client Day in bringing awareness of the library services and collections to the Library customers, the IIUM Library will keep on organising the Client Day. Furthermore, library customers keep changing each year with new student intakes. As they are not too aware of the services offered by the Library, the Client Day is an excellent platform to do so. If you had attended the Library Client Day in the past few years and had benefited from it, just spread the news around. Others might want to benefit from the IIUM Library Client Day too.